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A seamless assessment of the role of convection
in the water cycle of the West African Monsoon
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Abstract A suite of 40 day UK Met Ofﬁce Uniﬁed Model simulations over West Africa during summer 2006
are analyzed to investigate the causes of biases in the position of the rainbelt and to understand the role of
convection in the regional water budget. The simulations include climate, global operational, and limited area
runs (grid spacings from 1.5 to 40 km), including two 12 km runs, one with parameterized and one with explicit
convection. The most signiﬁcant errors in the water cycle terms occur in the simulations with parameterized
convection, associated with the diurnal cycle and the location of the convection. Errors in the diurnal cycle
increase the northward advection ofmoisture out of the Sahel toward the Sahara but decrease the advection of
moisture into the Sahel from further south, which limits the availability of moisture for Sahelian rainfall. These
biases occur within the ﬁrst 24h, showing that they originate from the representation of fast physical processes,
speciﬁcally, the convection scheme. Once these rainfall regimes have been established, the terms of the water
budgets act to reinforce the biases, effectively locking the rainbelt’s latitude. One of the simulations with
parameterized convection does, however, produce a better latitudinal distribution of rainfall because on the
ﬁrst day it is better able to trigger convection in the Sahel. Accurate representation of the diurnal cycle of
convection and the ability to trigger convection in a high convective inhibition environment is key to
capturing the water cycle of the region and will improve the representation of the West African Monsoon.
1. Introduction
The accurate prediction of rainfall at weather and climate time scales is critical for both the prediction of
hazardous weather (ﬂoods, drought) and for water and food security under climate change. These aspects are
particular issues in West Africa, where society is generally more vulnerable to variability and change than
elsewhere. Although signiﬁcant advances have been made in the last decade, the West African Monsoon
(WAM) is not well understood and difﬁcult to predict on all scales. Some of the most signiﬁcant issues include
the position of the rainbelt [Hourdin et al., 2010], north-south displacements in the mean atmospheric
circulation patterns [Tompkins et al., 2005], the diurnal cycle [Yang and Slingo, 2001], and the surface ﬂuxes
[Boone et al., 2009a]. Due at least in part to the large internal variability of the region, climate models are still
unable to predict with any conﬁdence whether precipitation will increase or decrease in the future [Cook,
2008; Biasutti and Sobel, 2009; Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, 2013].
The Year of Tropical Convection Project (YOTC) [Waliser et al., 2012] recognized that it will be impossible to
predict climate on regional scales, nor to comprehend the global water cycle, without addressing tropical
convection and its multiscale organization [Moncrieff et al., 2012]. In reality, tropical convection peaks over
the West African continent during the late afternoon, after the solar maximum, because convective
circulations require time to overcome the convective inhibition and midlevel dryness [Duvel, 1989; Nesbitt
and Zipser, 2003; Dai et al., 2007]. In some regions of West Africa, there is a secondary peak in the early hours
of the morning, caused by storms that form over the mountainous regions to the east and propagate
westward overnight [Duvel, 1989]. Models of all scales that parameterize convection do not produce these
propagating systems but instead produce rainfall that is too light and whose diurnal cycle peaks too early in
the day [Yang and Slingo, 2001; Dai, 2006; Guichard et al., 2010; Stephens et al., 2010; Nikulin et al., 2012].
Models with ﬁner horizontal grid spacings that are able to allow convection to develop explicitly tend to have
improved diurnal cycles [Guichard et al., 2004], although the amount of rainfall is often overestimated
[Weisman et al., 1997; Holloway et al., 2012]. Pohl and Douville [2011] and Dirmeyer et al. [2012] both show that
it is the change in the representation of the physical processes rather than simply the increases in the
horizontal grid spacing that causes these improvements.
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Recent work has made some progress toward improving convective parameterization schemes. Embedding
a cloud-resolvingmodel into lower resolution simulations can improve the diurnal cycle [Dirmeyer et al., 2012]
and representing the role of boundary layer thermals [Rio et al., 2009] and cold pools [Grandpeix and LaFore,
2010] in convective triggering shifts the diurnal peak in rainfall to late afternoon [Sane, 2012]. Allowing the
entrainment rate over land to vary with the height of the lifting condensation level also improves the diurnal
cycle of convection [Stratton and Stirling, 2012; Stirling and Stratton, 2012].
Marsham et al. [2013] used 10 day simulations from the Cascade project, with both explicit and parameterized
moist convection at the same 12 kmgrid spacing (“12kmExp” and “12kmParam”), as well as a simulation at 4 km
grid spacing, to demonstrate the impact of the representation of convection on the larger-scale circulation.
Figure 1. Schematic illustrating the conclusions ofMarsham et al. [2013] and the impact on the water budget: (a, b) 12kmExp,
(c, d) 12kmParam, and (e, f) 40kmParam. These models are archetypes of typical model behavior with parameterized and
explicitly resolved convection. The dark green, light green, and orange colors at the surface represent themoist coast regions,
the Sahel, and the Sahara, respectively. The arrows in Figures 1a, 1c, and 1e represent turbulent mixing in the boundary layer,
and the black lines in Figure 1b represent cold pool outﬂows. The small “H,”, “L,” and “h” over the land represent the magni-
tude of the near-surface pressure relative to the high pressure off the south coast and the Saharan heat low to the north.
Figures 1b, 1d, and 1f show that 12kmExp has the lowest Sahelian near-surface pressure (L), followed by 40kmParam (h), and
12kmParam has the highest pressure (H). The arrows in Figures 1b, 1d, and 1h represent the strength of the humidity ﬂux;
where thicker arrows represent a larger ﬂux. The dark and light blue blocks represent higher and lower humidity values,
respectively. Further discussion of the schematic, especially in relation to Figures 1e and 1f, appears in sections 4 and 5.
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Their ﬁndings are summarized in Figures 1a–1d, in which all four panels show a south-north transect from the
climatological near-surface high pressure in the Gulf of Guinea (south of 5°N) to the Saharan Heat Low (SHL) to
the north. The ﬁgure caption contains a full explanation of the symbols used. The majority of the moisture
associated with the monsoon is advected at low levels over the continent from the Gulf of Guinea in the
southwesterly winds that are forced by the north-south pressure gradient [Duvel, 1989]. In 12kmParam,
convection is triggered too early (~1200 UTC, Figure 1c), although the amount of triggering north of ~12°N at
any time of day is very limited. The additional cloud cover means that the surface is not heated as much by
shortwave radiation as in 12kmExp. During the daytime, the synoptic ﬂow in both models is inhibited by dry
boundary layer (BL) convection that produces signiﬁcant mixing within the lower atmosphere (Figures 1a
and 1c) [Parker et al., 2005]. By 2100 UTC, the more realistically timed moist convection in 12kmExp is active
between the coast at 5°N and the Sahel at 17°N (Figure 1b). Solar heating from earlier in the day and moist
convective heating (which dominates) warms the atmosphere in 12kmExp, which creates a relative low
pressure at the surface in the Sahel (10–15°N). This weakens the ﬂow from the Sahel to the Sahara, at the time
in the diurnal cycle when boundary layer convection has decayed and synoptic ﬂows aremost dominant. This
is in contrast to 12kmParam, which has too strong a nocturnal ﬂow between the Sahel and the Sahara
(Figure 1d).Marsham et al. [2013] also show that cold pools form a major part of the monsoon in 12kmExp by
transporting cool air and moisture northward (Figure 1b), consistent with observations [Garcia-Carreras et al.,
2013]; these are essentially absent in 12kmParam.
A comprehensive study byMeynadier et al. [2010a, 2010b] used a hybrid data set, including satellite observations,
land surfacemodels, and numerical weather prediction (NWP) analyses, to study theWest Africanwater cycle and
evaluate model analyses and reanalyses. Some key biases in the water cycles of the model products were
highlighted. First, it is shown that the rain band is too far south in the models. In reality, the Sahel is a net sink of
water during the wet season (i.e., precipitation P> evapotranspiration E), but biases of 1–2mmd1 in the P and E
rates mean that the Sahel is a moisture source in themodels (i.e., P< E). Second, the hybrid data set suggests that
moisture ﬂux convergence (MFC) occurs in the Sahel during the wet season but the models produce only very
weak MFC, or evenmoisture ﬂux divergence (MFD), in this region. The unrealistic MFD, coupled with a deep layer
of dry air advected from the north at midlevels, is thought to block the development of deep convection and the
northward propagation of the monsoon rain band in the models. These conclusions, however, were not
examined at the process level by Meynadier et al. [2010b].
Much of the previous work on seamless prediction has focused on seasonal to climate scales [e.g. Palmer et al.,
2008; Hurrell et al., 2009; Hoskins, 2013]. Here we extend this framework to make use of simulations at various
scales (climate, global NWP, convection-permitting simulations at 12, 4, and 1.5 km horizontal grid spacing) to
understand errors in climate simulations through validations on subdaily to monthly timescales. We expand on
the work of Marsham et al. [2013] by extending the Cascade simulations from 10 to 40days, including more
comparisons with observations and by adding a climate simulation and limited area simulations at 40 km
horizontal grid spacing with parameterized convection and at 1.5 km with explicit convection. The relative
effects of biases in the diurnal cycle in moist convection and the location of moist convection were not
separated in Marsham et al. [2013] but are in this study. The water cycle terms are also analyzed in detail here.
This is achieved through amodel process study with comparisons between the simulations with parameterized
and explicit convection. None of the simulations are assumed to represent reality perfectly, but the differences
between them inform our understanding of the processes that occur in reality.
Section 2 describes the model simulations, observational data sets, and the methodology. Section 3 gives an
overview of the biases in rainfall compared to the satellite-derived rainfall products. Section 4 links the biases
in moist convection to the large-scale pressure gradients, winds, and moisture ﬂux, and section 5 links model
errors in the convection to the water budget and describes feedbacks between the circulation and the water
cycle. The results are then discussed and summarized in section 6.
2. Data and Methods
2.1. Model Simulations
All simulations are performed with the Met Ofﬁce Uniﬁed Model (MetUM) [Walters et al., 2011]. It has a
semi-Lagrangian, semiimplicit, and nonhydrostatic formulation and a terrain-following coordinate system
[Davies et al., 2005]. Parameterizations are used to represent unresolved aspects of the atmosphere, such as
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the surface [Essery et al., 2001; Best et al., 2011], the boundary layer [Lock et al., 2000] convection [Gregory
and Rowntree, 1990], and mixed-phase cloud microphysics [Wilson and Ballard, 1999]. The capability of the
model to perform simulations over a wide range of scales means it is ideal for a seamless study. A 10 year
climate simulation, operational NWP analyses, and a total of ﬁve simulations from the “Cascade” project are
used (Table 1).
The Cascade model conﬁgurations are limited area model (LAM) MetUM runs, based on the high-resolution
conﬁgurations developed by Lean et al. [2008] for use over the United Kingdom and are described in detail
by Pearson et al. [2010, 2013]. Of the Cascade simulations, two were run with standard “parameterized”
convection (horizontal grid spacings of 12 and 40km) and three were run with “explicit” convection (horizontal
grid spacings of 1.5, 4, and 12 km). In the simulations with “explicit” convection, the closure time scale of the
parameterized convection is increased for high convective available potential energy (CAPE), such that the
deep convective parameterization is effectively switched off. The parameterization for shallow cumulus is,
however, active in all the simulations. Pearson et al. [2013] show that in the “explicit” simulations less than 1% of
the rain is produced by the convective parameterization scheme, compared with more than 95% in the
parameterized simulations. The conﬁgurations of the Cascade models were designed to be as similar as
possible except in the way they represent convection. The exception is 40kmParam, which was designed
to have a conﬁguration similar to the global operational version of the model. Radiation and boundary
layer mixing are parameterized using the same schemes, but some of the parameters and settings differ.
The Cascade model conﬁgurations are run
from 0000 UTC, 25 July 2006 for 40 days,
until 0000 UTC 3 September 2006. This
period was chosen to start after monsoon
onset [Janicot et al., 2008] and to coincide
with one of the Intensive Observation Period
of the African Monsoon Multidisciplinary
Analyses (AMMA) ﬁeld campaign, for which
many additional observations are
available. The exception is the model with
1.5 km grid spacing, which due to
computing limitations, was run for only
9 days between 0000 UTC, 25 June 2006,
and 0000 UTC, 2 August 2006. The
simulations were initialized with
European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) analyses and
then forced only at the boundaries by either
the ECMWF analyses or a set of lateral
boundary conditions produced by the next
largest nest (see Table 1 for more details).
The limits of the domains are illustrated in
Figure 2. The Cascade simulations were
initialized with a climatological soil moisture
Table 1. Summary of the Model Simulations
a
Type of
Simulation Convection
Horizontal Grid
Spacing Vertical Levels Run Length LBC From Referred to as
LAM Explicit 1.5 km 70 9 days 4kmExp nest 1.5kmExp
LAM Explicit 4 km 70 40 days 12kmParam nest 4kmExp
LAM Explicit 12 km 38 40 days ECMWF analyses 12kmExp
LAM Parameterized 12 km 38 40 days ECMWF analyses 12kmParam
LAM Parameterized 40 km 38 40 days ECMWF analyses 40kmParam
NWP analyses Parameterized 0.375°× 0.56° 38 40 days N/A Analyses
Climate Parameterized 1.25°× 1.875° 85 10 years N/A Climate
a
LAM= limited area model; LBC = lateral boundary conditions.
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Figure 2. Mean daily TRMM rainfall 0000 UTC, 25 July 2006 to 0000 UTC
3 September 2006 (shading). The limited area model domains are
marked by the black lines and the red lines mark the boundaries of the
averaging boxes used in Figures 12–14: north (17.5–24°N, 8°W–6°E),
mid (12.5–17.5°N, 8°W–6°E), and southern (7.5–12.5°N, 8°W–6°E), Data
are averaged over all three of these boxes (7.5–24°N, 8°W–6°E) in
Figure 3. The locations of four radiosonde stations are also marked:
“A”=Agadez, “N”=Niamey, “T”=Tamale, and “C”=Cotonou.
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distribution. The variability of the top layer of soil appears to spin up within a couple of days (C. Taylor,
personal communication, 2013), but the lower layers require a spin-up time of more than a month
(not shown), which was not possible for these simulations.
Operational MetUM analyses from 25 June to 3 September 2006 are also included in the comparisons. The
analyses are produced four times per day at 0000, 0600, 1200, and 1800 UTC, and the t+ 3h forecast is added
to this to produce a 3-hourly dataset. For simplicity, this data set is referred to as “NWP.” The operational
version of the MetUM uses the same parameterization schemes as described above, although it is an older
version of the model because many updates have been made to the model since 2006.
The 10 year climate simulation is an atmosphere-only (and land-only) simulation with prescribed daily sea
surface temperatures and sea ice from Reynolds et al. [2007]. It has a horizontal grid spacing of 1.875° by 1.25°
(195 km by 139 km at 20°N) and 85 vertical levels. Climatological averages were generated for each hour of
the day for the month of August so that the climatological diurnal cycle can be analyzed.
2.2. Observations and Land Surface Products
Satellite-derived rainfall products are used to evaluate precipitation in the model simulations. There is large
uncertainty both in the amount and location of rainfall in these products, especially when high temporal and
spatial resolution is required [Roca et al., 2010; Jobard et al., 2011]. Different products perform better over
different regions within a continent, and it is uncertain which product is the best to use over West Africa. For
this reason, the mean, maximum, and minimum of four satellite products with temporal resolutions of
between 30min and 3 h are used in the analysis.
The ﬁrst data set is the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission product, TRMM-3B42 version 6/7 [Huffman
et al., 2007], which combines precipitation estimates from multiple satellites and land surface
precipitation from rain gauges. The data are 3 hourly and the horizontal resolution is 0.25°. The CMORPH
(CPC MORPHing technique) [Joyce et al., 2004] data set is another product with the same temporal and
spatial resolution. It also uses precipitation estimates from multiple satellite radiometer (microwave)
observations. Infrared imagery is then used to propagate precipitation features during periods when the
radiometer data are not available.
The Global Satellite Mapping of Precipitation product (GSMaP-MVK) [Ushio et al., 2009] uses a similar algorithm
to CMORPH except it uses a different technique to reﬁne rainfall with the infrared imagery. The temporal and
spatial resolutions are also higher, at 1 hourly and 0.1° in the horizontal. The Estimation of Precipitation by
Satellites–Second Generation (EPSAT-SG) method was developed at Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique
as a direct contribution to AMMA [Bergès et al., 2010]. It combines rainfall probability from the SEVIRI imager
on the MSG (METEOSAT–Second Generation) satellite and information from TRMM with a rainfall potential
intensity data set, derived by downscaling the Global Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP)-1dd product.
The EPSAT-SG product is available every 30min, at 0.1° horizontal resolution and within the region 5°S to 20°N
and 25°W to 25°E.
The frequency and success of radiosonde observations in West Africa were increased signiﬁcantly
during the AMMA ﬁeld campaign [Parker et al., 2008]. A number of stations released eight sondes per
day during the Intensive Observation Periods (20–29 June and 1–15 August 2006). Unfortunately, the
humidity observations from some of the sondes released during AMMA suffered from a signiﬁcant dry
bias [Bock et al., 2007] primarily due to the chemical contamination and temperature dependency of
the humidity sensors [Wang et al., 2002], similar to that experienced in previous campaigns (e.g., during
TOGA COARE) [Cieselski et al., 2003]. Efforts have been made to reduce this [e.g., Nuret et al., 2008];
however, comparisons between speciﬁc humidity from the model simulations and from the corrected
observations in the lowest 1 km of the atmosphere show differences of at least a factor of 2 (not shown).
In this study we are interested in evaluating the moisture ﬂux, which is deﬁned as the meridional wind,
v, multiplied by the speciﬁc humidity, q, rather than the absolute humidity. Due to this, and the fact that
the meridional wind dominates the variations in the vq signal in the model simulations, the observed
humidity is not used in this study and instead, the observed wind vectors are compared directly to
model winds.
The evapotranspiration product used in this study is from the AMMA Land Surface Model Intercomparison
Study (ALMIP) simulations [Boone et al., 2009b]. A total of 11 different land surface models, including
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the Joint UK Land Environment Simulator
(JULES) that is used in the MetUM, were
run at 0.5° horizontal resolution over the
domain 17.5°W to 30°E and 5°S to 20°N
and data are available for the period
2005–2007. The models were forced with
near-surface temperature, humidity, wind
and pressure data from ECMWF
operational analyses, radiative ﬂuxes
from the Land Surface Analysis Satellite
Application Facility (LAND-SAF)
[Geiger et al., 2008], and rainfall from
TRMM-3B42. Land surface parameters,
such as albedo, vegetation cover
fraction, and soil texture, were taken
from the Ecoclimap database [Masson
et al., 2003]. Model diagnostics,
including surface evapotranspiration,
were saved every 3h.
2.3. Method
The methodology followed here is similar to that employed byMeynadier et al. [2010a, 2010b]; the amount of
precipitable water in each atmospheric column in the model can only change through exchange with the
surface by evaporation and precipitation or through horizontal advection. The vertically integrated
atmospheric water budget equation is expressed as [Peixoto and Oort, 1983]
δ
δt
1
g
∫qdp ¼ E  P  ∇ 
1
g
∫qVdp; (1)
where E is the evapotranspiration from the surface, P is the precipitation at the surface, q is the speciﬁc
humidity in the atmosphere at height z, and V is the horizontal wind velocity vector at height z. The vertical
integrals are computed from the surface to the uppermost atmospheric model level. The term on the left-
hand side represents the precipitable water vapor tendency (PWVt), and the third term represents the
moisture ﬂux divergence (MFD). Equation (1) can be rewritten as
PWVt ¼ E  P MFD: (2)
All four terms are computed from hourly diagnostics output from the limited area simulations, while only
E and P are available from the NWP analyses and the climate model simulation. Satellite products are used for
estimates of observed P and an ensemble of land surface models are used to get an estimate of E.
One of the key comparisons is between the two 12 km simulations with explicit and parameterized convection.
These simulations are identical apart from their representation of convection. Neither simulation can be viewed
as a true representation of reality; 12 km is coarse for the explicit representation of convection, although it can
give reasonable squall lines, which are the dominant mechanism for rainfall in the Sahel [Weisman et al., 1997;
Mathon et al., 2002], and the conﬁguration with parameterized convection suffers from many of the biases
common in lower resolution models. Understanding is gained from comparing the two 12 km conﬁgurations
and then the differences can be related back to both the higher-resolution (4kmExp and 1.5kmExp) and lower
resolution (40kmParam, analyses and climate) conﬁgurations.
3. Rainfall Biases
The mean diurnal cycle of rainfall for the observations and each of the model conﬁgurations is shown in
Figure 3. Data are analyzed between 8°W–6°E and 7.5–24°N, marked by the red boxes in Figure 2. This domain
was chosen to avoid any signal in the rainfall from coastal regions and to remove the very high rainfall rates
that occur over the Guinea highlands to the west and the various mountain ranges to the east. The primary
peak in rainfall in the observations occurs at 1800 UTC, which is due to the daily diurnal peak in locally
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Figure 3. Mean diurnal cycle of rainfall. The grey area represents the
range (minimum and maximum) of the satellite products.
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produced convection. Convection is also
triggered daily over the mountainous
regions to the east of the analysis domain.
These systems become organized and
propagate westward. They reach the
analysis domain in the early hours of the
morning, which explains the secondary
peak in the observations at 0400 UTC.
Differences of 3–4mmd1 between the
satellite products with the lowest and
highest estimates (grey zone in
Figure 3) justify the need for the use of
four different data sources for comparison
with the model simulations.
The models that parameterize convection
(solid lines) all peak between 1200 and
1400 UTC, which is too early compared to
the observations. This is a common issue
within models [Yang and Slingo, 2001] and
is in agreement with previous studies that
use the MetUM [e.g., Lean et al., 2008]. The
majority of the rain in these simulations is produced by localized storms; i.e., unlike reality, very few long-
lasting propagating systems are formed. 4kmExp and 1.5kmExp peak at 1800 UTC in agreement with the
observations. 12kmExp peaks approximately 3 h too late due to the relatively coarse grid spacing [Weisman
et al., 1997]. All three of the explicit models overestimate the total amount of rainfall, which almost
completely masks the early morning signal from the propagating systems, even though they do exist in these
simulations (not shown) [see Pearson et al., 2013].
Figure 4 shows themean rainfall amounts by latitude between 8°W and 6°E. The observed rainfall peaks at 12°N,
with an uncertainty in the absolute amount of approximately 6mmd1. Model maxima vary by almost a
factor of 3, and in general the conﬁgurations with parameterized convection peak further south than the
conﬁgurations with explicit convection. There is a stark contrast between the two simulations with 12 km grid
spacing; 12kmParam peaks at 8°N and 12kmExp peaks at ~13°N.
A comparison of the mean rainfall by latitude produced by 12kmParam and 40kmParam also highlights some
interesting differences. The peak in rainfall in 40kmParam is at least 4° further north, and the amount of
rainfall in 40kmParam is much greater compared to that in 12kmParam. Differences in the formulation of the
parameterization schemes, possibly combined with the difference in grid spacing, means 40kmParam is able
to trigger much more convection north of 12°N and produces greater precipitation rates compared
to 12kmParam.
4. Effect of Moist Convective Biases on the Large-Scale Circulation
4.1. Meridional Pressure Gradients and Moisture Fluxes
Figure 5a shows the mean diurnal cycle of the difference in 925 hPa geopotential height between the Sahel
and the Sahara (15 to 20°N). Overall, 12kmParam has a larger Sahel-Sahara pressure gradient than 12kmExp
because both convective and solar heating are weaker in the Sahel in 12kmParam, which increases the
near-surface pressure (compare Figures 1b and 1d). In 12kmParam, the geopotential height difference
between 15 and 20°N is greatest at ~2100 UTC after the main period of moist convection and is smallest at
~1500 UTC (Figure 5a), shortly after the maximum in convective heating. 40kmParam has almost the
exactly the same diurnal cycle as 12kmParam. The maxima and minima in the other two conﬁgurations
with parameterized convection (climate and analyses) are also at approximately 2100 and 1200 UTC,
respectively, although their absolute differences are lower. In the case of the NWP analyses, this is most
likely due to the assimilation of observations every 6 h, which bring the model values closer to reality [e.g.,
Garcia-Carreras et al., 2013]. In the climate model, the entire monsoon system is positioned too far south
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Figure 4. Mean rainfall by latitude, averaged 8°W–6°E. Data from
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(see Figure 6b), a common issue in climate simulations [Nikulin et al., 2012], which causes the absolute
difference to be lower than in the other parameterized model conﬁgurations. The three conﬁgurations
with explicit convection all have a relatively low mean difference, consistent with Marsham et al. [2013]
and the schematic in Figure 1b, and the diurnal cycle is much weaker due to the evening maximum in
rainfall and since the rainfall is distributed more evenly over the day (Figure 3). The difference is lower in
1.5kmExp than in 4kmExp and 12kmExp, which may be related to the differences in rainfall amounts
between 13 and 16°N (Figure 4).
The parameterized and explicit model conﬁgurations also exhibit contrasting behavior to the south of the
Sahel. First, we compare the 925 hPa geopotential height difference between the coast and the south
Sahel (5 to 10°N) in 12kmParam and 12kmExp (Figure 5b). The pressure gradient in 12kmParam is at a
maximum at 1200 UTC, at the peak of the moist convection and is at a minimum at ~2200 UTC, after the
convection and therefore when the relative high over the Sahel is at its strongest (Figure 1d). 12kmExp
has a larger coast-Sahel pressure gradient overall and it peaks at ~2100 UTC, when the convective heating
is at its maximum (Figure 1b). The pressure gradient in 40kmParam, the climate conﬁguration, and the
NWP analyses peak at ~1200 UTC, similar to 12kmParam. Note that the mean gradient over the day is
larger in 40kmParam than in 12kmParam (discussed later in section 6). The diurnal cycles of the pressure
gradients in 4kmExp and 1.5kmExp are fairly similar to that in 12kmExp, with a later peak than in
40kmParam and 12kmParam.
Differences in the pressure gradient cause differences in the low-level circulation, especially at night, when
turbulent mixing is at a minimum. Figures 6b–6h shows the mean diurnal cycle in the moisture ﬂux
(meridional wind, v, multiplied by the speciﬁc humidity, q) at 400m above ground level (agl), averaged
between 8°W and 6°E for each of the models. The variations in the magnitude of the ﬂux in all model
conﬁgurations are dominated by v (not shown). The limited northward extent of the monsoon in the climate
simulation is also apparent in this ﬁgure. All the models exhibit a similar basic diurnal cycle, where the
monsoon ﬂow from the south is inhibited during the day by boundary layer convection and accelerates at
night, transporting water toward the SHL at low levels [Parker et al., 2005]. Between 15 and 20°N, this low-
level nocturnal transport is stronger in the climate simulation, 40kmParam, and 12kmParam compared to the
NWP conﬁguration and the three explicit simulations because the meridional pressure gradients are different
(Figures 5 and 1). The NWP analyses used here are constrained by observations, which explains why the
moisture ﬂux is smaller than in the other simulations with parameterized convection.
The moisture ﬂux south of 13°N also varies signiﬁcantly between the parameterized and explicit model
conﬁgurations. All the conﬁgurations with parameterized convection have a peak in vq at 5°N at around
1500 UTC that moves to 10°N by 0600 UTC. Immediately to the north of this (10–13°N), the northward
nocturnal ﬂux is signiﬁcantly larger in 40kmParam than 12kmParam. This is an important difference between
the two conﬁgurations with parameterized convection and is discussed in more detail in section 6. The
moisture ﬂux south of 10°N in the explicit simulations is generally larger than that from the parameterized
simulations and the peak is later (1800–0000 UTC), coinciding with the later peak in pressure gradient in the
explicit simulations in Figure 5b.
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Figure 6. Meridional moisture ﬂux (vq) for each of the models at 400m agl averaged between 8°W and 6°E. Diagnostics from
the 4 and 1.5 km domains are smoothed to 12 km resolution. The horizontal white lines mark the latitude of the four radio-
sonde stations used in Figure 7.
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Figure 6a compares the mean meridional moisture ﬂux by latitude from each of the model conﬁgurations.
The peak in the northward moisture ﬂux in 40kmParam and 12kmParam is well illustrated between 14 and
18°N. This peak also occurs in the climate simulation, although it is further south due to the displacement of
the entire monsoon system. The explicit simulations produce a much lower moisture ﬂux at these latitudes.
To the south, the difference between the parameterized and explicit model conﬁgurations is much smaller
since the differences between them tend to average out over the diurnal cycle.
4.2. Evaluation of Meridional Fluxes Using Radiosonde Data
The differences in the large-scale moisture transport shown in Figure 6 can be evaluated with
radiosonde observations from four different stations. The stations of Agadez, Niamey, Tamale, and
Cotonou are used because these stations form an approximate north-south transect across the West
African continent and because 3-hourly sondes were launched over a 2 week period in August 2006.
The locations of the four stations are marked on Figure 2. The plot for Parakou (9.4°N, 2.6°E, not shown)
is very similar to that at Tamale, which is at a similar latitude. The latitudes of the radiosonde stations
are marked on the panels of Figure 6 by the horizontal white lines. The model diagnostics are taken
from the location of the radiosonde station except for the climate model diagnostics at Agadez, which
are taken from 14°N to account for the incorrect position of the monsoon system. Figure 7 shows the
comparisons between the observations and the simulations. Agadez is located at almost exactly the
same latitude as the peak in vq in the 12kmParam and 40kmParam simulations (17°N, Figure 6). The
observations show that the meridional wind is mainly northerly at this latitude, apart from in the early
hours of the morning, when it is southerly (Figure 7a). The magnitude of the mean wind when it is
southerly does not exceed 1m s1. The diurnal cycle in v in the explicit conﬁgurations all collapse onto
approximately the same curve and the magnitude and direction is similar to that observed,
although12kmExp peaks too early. In contrast, the nocturnal ﬂow between the Sahel and the Sahara in
the parameterized simulations is far too strong and is maximized around 0000 UTC.
At Niamey, the observedmeridional wind varies by approximately 2m s1 through the diurnal cycle, with the
peak at ~0000 UTC (Figure 7b). 12kmExp and the NWP analyses match the observations best. Again, the
parameterized model conﬁgurations produce a too strong nocturnal ﬂow from the Sahel toward the Sahara.
Figure 7. Mean diurnal cycle in meridional wind speeds, v, at 400m agl from the models and observations. Note that the
data for (a) the climate model was taken from 14°N, 8.0°E to allow for the fact that the entire monsoon system is too far
south in this model.
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4kmExp and 1.5kmExp have rather too light
winds with a diurnal cycle delayed by
around 3 h. At Tamale, the observed ﬂow is
southerly and peaks overnight and
during the morning. The simulations also
all peak overnight (Figure 7c), with
minima around 1800 UTC, but apart from
that, the picture is less clear. At Cotonou,
all conﬁgurations give a reasonable
timing of the 0900 UTC minimum and
0000 UTC maximum, but the explicit
models produce too strong a peak in
southerly winds (Figure 7d). It is not clear
why this is the case. The excessive
southerly winds in explicit models could
be because the explicit conﬁgurations
overpredict the strength of the sea
breeze, although occurrences of the sea
breeze are less common during the wet
season compared with other times of
year [Bajamgnigni Gbambie and Steyn,
2012]. The radiosonde location at Cotonou is also situated on the south side of an inland lagoon,
which could also affect local wind conditions.
5. Water Budget
5.1. Evapotranspiration and Precipitation
Having shown the impact of convective parameterizations on the monsoon circulation, we now consider
the impacts these differences have on the regional-scale water budget, as described in equations (1)
and (2). Figure 8 shows the mean evapotranspiration by latitude for each of the model conﬁgurations,
the range and mean of the ALMIP land surface model simulations (grey area and black solid line), and a
separate line representing the mean of the JULES model from the ALMIP simulations (the surface scheme
used in the MetUM, black dashed line).
Compared to the ALMIP multimodel mean, all the model conﬁgurations overestimate the evapotranspiration
rate, which is unsurprising given that they also overestimate the amount of rainfall (Figure 4). The two
conﬁgurations with 12 km grid spacing produce values of evapotranspiration closest to that from the ALMIP
models, and these are also the models with the lowest rainfall rates. The range of the ALMIP models is
approximately 2mmd1, and the peak values occur at latitudes between 11 and 15°N. The peak in the climate
simulation is much further south than in the ALMIPmultimodelmean and in othermodel conﬁgurations because
the entire monsoon system is further south (Figure 6). The peak in all of the other model conﬁgurations is
between approximately 13 and 15°N, which is generally further north than their peak in precipitation. This could
be because the warmer temperatures and clearer skies in the north allow greater evaporation than within the
main rainbelt or it could be due to the way the soil moisture was initialized: the Cascade simulations were
initialized with a climatological soil moisture distribution (see section 2.1 for more details).
Figure 9 shows maps of 40 day mean evapotranspiration minus precipitation, E P. The satellite and model-
derived product (TRMMminus ALMIP, called “observations” here for simplicity) suggest that E P is negative
across the entire continent up to ~17°N, apart from a small region near the coast between 10°W and 0°W
(Figure 9a). This is expected, since the 40 day mean represents the middle of the wet season, in which the
surface should getting wetter. The region of positive E P values to the south occurs because the main
monsoon rains have already passed over this region and the rainbelt now resides further north, limiting the
rainfall near the coast and allowing rain that has previously fallen to evaporate from the surface. The values
remain large and negative to the east of this (2 to 10°E) because a signiﬁcant amount of convection is
initiated over the Cameroon highlands (3–7°N, 9–17°E), which propagates westward.
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The model conﬁgurations with explicitly resolved convection produce negative values of E P in a similar
location to those observed as well as the region of positive values to the south (Figures 9f–9h). The negative
values are, however, too large in magnitude because the explicit simulations produce too much rainfall
(Figure 4). 1.5kmExp has large positive values to the east of the domain that occur because very little rain has
fallen in this region in the 9 day simulation and thus the soil moisture with which the model was initialized
evaporates over the course of the simulation.
The climate simulation reproduces the general spatial patterns of E P, but the entiremonsoon system is too far
south, causing E P to be zero or slightly positive in the Sahel region (Figure 9b). There was an error in the soil
moisture scheme in the NWP version of themodel that was operational in 2006 that caused signiﬁcant drying
in the east of Africa (S. Milton, personal communication, 2011), which is apparent east of 10°E in Figure 9c.
Further west, the E P pattern looks more similar to the observations, except for a region of drying soil at
15°N. 12kmParam is the worst-performing conﬁguration (Figure 9e); the negative values of E P only extend
to 13°N, and north of this, there are strong positive values between 13 and 17°N. Evapotranspiration rates
that exceed the precipitation rate are totally unrealistic for this time of year (as noted for the ECMWF model
by Meynadier et al. [2010a]). The positive values are explained by the low precipitation rates in the Sahel in
12kmParam and by the evaporation of the soil moisture with which it was initialized. E P in 40kmParam is
more reasonable compared to the observations because more rain falls in the Sahel region in this simulation
(Figure 9d). The large differences between the representation of the water budget in 12kmParam and
40kmParam are important and are discussed further in the following sections.
5.2. Moisture Flux Divergence
The 40 day mean MFD for each of the Cascade model conﬁgurations is shown in Figures 10b–10f, and the
mean by latitude is shown in Figure 10a. Positive values represent a loss of water from the atmospheric
column (MFD), and negative values represent a gain of water in the column (MFC). All the conﬁgurations
apart from 12kmParam display signiﬁcant MFC between 8 and 15°N, which coincides with the region of
maximum rainfall in each simulation. On average, 12kmParam produces MFD between 13 and 15°N; here rain
is supported by evaporation rather than MFC, consistent with the surface drying there (Figure 9). 12kmExp,
4kmExp, and 40kmParam produce MFD to the south of 8°N, consistent with the lack of rainfall in this region.
In contrast, 12kmParam and 1.5kmExp produce MFC near the coast (5–9°N), consistent with the more
southerly position of their rainbelts (Figure 4).
Figure 11 shows the mean diurnal cycle of MFD, P, and E for each of the Cascade model conﬁgurations. In
40kmParam and 12kmParam, the timing of P and E coincide because the rainfall peaks at the solar maximum
when E is at its highest. In 12kmParam, the latitudinal peak in E is further north than the peak in P, which
illustrates the E P bias caused by the soil moisture initialization that is highlighted in Figure 9. MFC (blue
shading) occurs during the day between the coast and the northerly extent of the rainfall in the parameterized
conﬁgurations. Overnight the moisture ﬂux becomes divergent (red shading) north of 12°N due to the strong
northward nocturnal moisture ﬂux illustrated in Figure 6. The nocturnal divergence of moisture from the
region 12-17°N reduces the ability of the model to produce rainfall in this region the following day, which
appears to contribute to “locking” the rainbelt in its southerly position.
The explicit conﬁgurations show a substantially different mean diurnal cycle, driven by the fact that E is out of
phase from P. As a result, the atmosphere is moistened by the combination of evaporation and MFC over the
entire diurnal cycle; E adds moisture during the day, when MFC is weak but mainly positive, while MFC adds
moisture overnight during the period of peak rainfall. This constant supply of water, especially in the northern
Sahel, maintains a good source of moisture the following day for further rainfall. We can infer that the
maintenance of atmospheric moisture by E and MFC throughout the diurnal cycle in the explicit models in
the zone 12–17°N allows the rainbelt to exist in a more northward location than in the model conﬁgurations
with parameterized convection.
5.3. Total Budget
All components of the water budget are now examined in parallel for each of the Cascade model
conﬁgurations. For each of the three subregions illustrated by the red boxes in Figure 2, daily means of each
of the terms are computed and then the cumulative sum of each of the terms is plotted (Figures 12–14).
Figure 2 illustrates that the latitudinal limits of the three boxes were chosen to cover (1) the main region of
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rainfall (7.5–12.5°N, southern box), (2) the region with a strong meridional gradient in rainfall (12.5–17.5°N,
mid box), and (3) the region that borders the desert (17.5–24°N, northern box). The total column integrated
MFC is plotted (solid red line), as well as the integrated MFC in the monsoon layer (0–2000m agl, dashed red
line) and the integrated MFC at midlevels (2880–4500m agl, dotted red line). The precipitation term (green
line) is multiplied by1 so that the positive side of the y axis represents the components that addmoisture to
the atmosphere and the negative side of the y axis represents the components that remove moisture from
the atmosphere. Note that observations are not available for the computation of MFC and the 1.5 km
simulation was only run for 9 days.
Figure 12a shows the observed water budget components for the northernmost analysis box. Over the
course of the 40 days, 50mm of rain was observed to fall in this region and almost all of this was evaporated
back into the atmosphere (E P≈ 0), which is expected in the hot, arid environment of the northern Sahel.
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4kmExp overestimates the total amount of precipitation by approximately 20mmover the 40days (Figure 12e),
which means the magnitude of E P is 20mm, rather than zero as suggested by the observations (the heavy
rain rates in 4kmExp result in rain lost as runoff, which is not available for reevaporation). 40kmParam, 12kmParam,
and 12kmExp slightly underestimate the amount of precipitation, and the amount of evapotranspiration is
also small compared with the observations, resulting in near zero values of E P over the 40days, similar to
that observed. The accumulated total column MFC (red solid lines) from the model conﬁgurations is positive
over 40 days; i.e., moisture is on average transported into this region. Moisture is advected into the region
within the monsoon layer (red dashed lines) and advected out of the region at midlevels (red dotted lines),
consistent with moisture transported from the monsoon layer to midlevels by dry and moist convection.
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The total MFC is the difference of two larger terms, which shows the importance of accurate modeling of
vertical transport for the water budget. The change in precipitable water vapor (dPWV; see equation (2)) is
variable but generally positive over the 40 day period, indicating that the total amount of atmospheric water
increases over the 40 day period in the region 17.5–24°N.
Figure 13 shows the same cumulative water budget plots for the southern box illustrated in Figure 2. Unlike
the northern box, in this region the observed E P is negative; i.e., it rains more than it evaporates over the
40 day period, which is expected during the wet season. Also in contrast to the northern box, in all model
conﬁgurations the MFC approximately balances E P so that the total amount of water in the atmosphere
stays almost constant over the 40 days (i.e., dPWV≈ 0 in all models). This is in agreement withMeynadier et al.
[2010a] who state that dPWV exhibits low variability compared to the other terms because in the middle of
the wet season the relative humidity values are close to saturation. 40kmParam, 12kmExp, and 4kmExp all
overestimate the amount of rainfall and although the high evapotranspiration rates partly compensate, the
E P values are too large in magnitude. The rainfall rates in 12kmParam are more similar to the observations
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Figure 12. Cumulative plots of the terms of the water budget in the northern box (17.5–24°N). P andMFD have beenmulti-
plied by 1 so that the terms on the positive side of the y axis add moisture to the atmosphere and the terms on the
negative side of the y axis remove moisture from the atmosphere. It follows that 1× MFD=MFC. dPWV is the change in
PWV over the 40 days.
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but E is overestimated, leading to magnitudes of E P that are too small. The vast majority of the advection
occurs within the low-level monsoon ﬂow (compare solid/dashed/dotted red lines). This is in agreement with
Bielli and Roca [2009] and Meynadier et al. [2010a] who show that there is a strong correlation between
precipitation and MFC in the monsoon layer.
The water budgets for the midbox (12.5–17.5°N) are shown in Figure 14. For the observations and all the
model conﬁgurations except 12kmParam, the behavior of P and E are similar to those in the southern box; i.e.,
E P is negative (surface wetting), although the simulations overestimate the precipitation rate. Like the
southern box, the total column water is approximately constant, consistent with this mature phase of the
WAM. 12kmParam is, however, in disagreement with the other models; it does not rain enough in this region
and thus E P is positive; i.e., the surface is moistening the atmosphere and MFD occurs (i.e., moisture is
advected out of the region), which is inconsistent with all the other model conﬁgurations and observations.
Comparison of the black solid (dPWV) and dashed (E PMFD) lines in Figures 12–14 indicates howwell the
simulations conserve water. If the model simulations conserved moisture perfectly, the black solid line would
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Figure 13. Cumulative plots of the terms of the water budget in the southern box (7.5–12.5 N). P andMFD have beenmulti-
plied by 1 so that the terms on the positive side of the y axis add moisture to the atmosphere and the terms on the
negative side of the y axis remove moisture from the atmosphere. It follows that 1× MFD=MFC. dPWV is the change in
PWV over the 40 days.
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be equal to the black dashed line (see equation (2)). It is evident in the ﬁgures that the simulations do not
balance perfectly, which is a known problem in nested simulations [Davies, 2013]. The imbalance is particularly
large in 4kmExp in the southern and midboxes (Figures 13e and 14e), which could be related to the large
precipitation rates in the simulation. In all the simulations, the magnitude of the imbalance is smaller than the
magnitude of the P, E, and MFD terms and their differences; thus, this should not affect the conclusions.
The progression of the cumulative terms over the course of the 40 days in the midbox also contains some
information about the difference between 12kmParam and the other model conﬁgurations. Note that the
terms of the water budget are similar in all themodel conﬁgurations until day 10, even though themeridional
circulation and diurnal cycle biases appear from the ﬁrst day. Prior to this day, in 12kmExp the gradient of the
precipitation line is small (low rainfall amounts) and then steepens between days 10 and 14 (high rainfall
amounts). This high rainfall event is associated with the ﬁrst signiﬁcant African Easterly Wave (AEW) in the
simulation, which brings signiﬁcant westward-propagating convection and rainfall to the Sahel (not shown).
In 12kmExp and 4kmExp, this generates a sudden increase in rainfall and MFC and a northward shift in the
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Figure 14. Cumulative plots of the terms of the water budget in the mid box (12.5–17.5°N). P and MFD have been multi-
plied by 1 so that the terms on the positive side of the y axis add moisture to the atmosphere and the terms on the
negative side of the y axis remove moisture from the atmosphere. It follows that 1× MFD=MFC. dPWV is the change in
PWV over the 40 days.
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convection (note that the AEW events are not reproduced in 1.5kmExp because the simulation was only
9 days long). Further signiﬁcant AEW events occur in the explicit simulations on days 27 and 35, which
produce a similar response in the water budget, and with the largest AEW event on day 35 also affecting the
water budget in the parameterized runs. The water budget terms in the two model conﬁgurations with
parameterized convection progress differently through the 40 days. In both 40kmParam and 12kmParam, the
rainfall is more constant over the 40 days and no signiﬁcant propagating AEW rainfall events occur apart from
one associated with the largest AEW event on day 35. The AEW events appear in the east of the domain (due
to the lateral boundary conditions) and the waves propagate westward, although they are weak and little
rainfall is associated with them (not shown). The reasons for this are unclear and are beyond the scope of this
paper, although a follow-up study focusing on convection-synoptic couplings and changes in the water
budget on shorter timescales is planned for the near future.
6. Discussion and Conclusions
This study uses a suite of model simulations to examine the role of moist convection in the water cycle of the
West African Monsoon (WAM). Large-domain limited area model simulations with various grid spacings were
performed over a 40 day period during summer 2006 as part of the Cascade project. Simulations were run
with parameterized convection at 40 and 12 km, with explicit convection at 12, 4, and 1.5 km and were
compared to NWP analyses and a 10 year climate simulation.
The analysis highlights some fundamental differences in the way the WAM is represented in the various
simulations. Compared to 40kmParam and 12kmParam, the simulations with explicit convection rain more in
the north (i.e., in the Sahel) and the rainfall occurs later in the day. The reduced convection during the day in
the explicit simulations leads to increased heating in the Sahel by shortwave radiation. This coupled
with greater nocturnal convective heating creates a low pressure at the surface, which decreases the
mean pressure gradient between the Sahel and the Sahara, particularly at night when there is no
boundary layer convection and synoptic ﬂow is maximized. The southerly winds between the Sahel and
the Sahara are therefore weaker in the explicit simulations than the simulations with parameterized
convection (Figures 1b, 1d, and 1f), which is in agreement with the ﬁndings of Marsham et al. [2013].
This study shows that the conclusion holds for a larger range of models with different resolutions and
we extend the analysis by considering the effect on the pressure gradients further south and the overall
effect on the water budget.
The relative low pressure in the Sahel in the explicit simulations acts to increase the pressure gradient
between the Guinea coast and the Sahel, again most signiﬁcantly at night, increasing the southerly winds
in this region (Figures 1b and 1d). The meridional circulation has a signiﬁcant effect on the advection of
moisture into and out of the Sahel. Due to the large pressure gradient, the moisture ﬂux from the Sahel
into the Sahara is too large in the parameterizsed simulations (Figures 6 and 11). In addition, the small
pressure gradient between the coast and the Sahel in 12kmParam produces a moisture ﬂux into the Sahel
which is weak. This dries the Sahel in 12kmParam because the moisture advected toward the Sahara is not
replaced from the south (blue blocks, Figure 1d). In contrast, in the explicit simulations the Sahel-Sahara
moisture ﬂux is weaker and the coast-Sahel ﬂux is stronger, allowing a sufﬁcient amount of moisture to be
available for convection in the Sahel (blue blocks, Figure 1b). This difference is reﬂected in the MFC in
Figures 14c and 14d, which show net advection into the Sahel in 12kmExp (MFC) but net advection out
of the Sahel (MFD) in 12kmParam, with rain being sourced from soil moisture that unrealistically dries
through the simulation.
The 12kmParam and 12kmExp runs differ only in their representation of convection. Figure S3 in the
supplementarymaterial ofMarsham et al. [2013] presents a time-latitude Hovmöller plot of 12kmExp-12kmParam
differences in 950 hPa geopotential height, which shows that their differences in both moist convection and
circulation develop on the ﬁrst afternoon of the 40 day simulations. The differences in circulation and the
associated moisture ﬂux in the 12 km runs must therefore originate from differences in the representation of
moist convection. Once the low-level pressure and circulation biases in the parameterized simulations are
established on day 1, they are able to feedback and reinforce the biases in the convection. The lack of rainfall
in the Sahel in 12kmParam produces a positive feedback; it acts to reduce MFC in the Sahel and so prevent
further rain, effectively “locking” the rainbelt in place. In the explicit simulations, the convection occurs at
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night, when turbulence is at a minimum and the meridional ﬂow is at its strongest. The relatively weak Sahel-
Sahara pressure gradient results in less northward moisture transport out of the Sahel, in agreement with
observations. Further south, the pressure gradient is relatively strong, which produces stronger winds and an
increased moisture ﬂux toward the Sahel, making more moisture available for further rain.
A second major difference between the explicit and parameterized simulations is the way the rainfall is
coupled to AEWs. All the Cascade simulations are forced by ECMWF analyses at the model boundaries, which
means that AEWs arrive at the eastern boundary at the same time in all the simulations. In the explicit
simulations, signiﬁcant rainfall is associated with the westward propagation of these waves, whereas in the
parameterized simulations, the waves are much weaker and have little rain associated with them. The ﬁrst
major AEW event occurs on day 10 in the simulations, which provides a “kick” to push the rainbelt northward
in the explicit simulations. The parameterized models are unable to sustain a rainfall response to this forcing,
and thus, it is on this day that the Sahelian water budgets in the parameterized and explicit simulations begin
to signiﬁcantly diverge (Figure 14).
40kmParam provides an interesting and contrasting case to 12kmParam. The conﬁgurations of 40kmParam
and 12kmParam differ slightly and so any differences between the two simulations must be related to this
or the difference in grid spacing. Both conﬁgurations suffer from the same issues with the diurnal cycle
(Figures 1e and 1f): like 12kmParam, 40kmParam rains too early in the day, which causes a too strong
pressure gradient between the Sahel and the Sahara and as a consequence there is a too strong northward
nocturnal moisture ﬂux out of the Sahel. The important difference is, however, that 40kmParam is able to
trigger more convection in the Sahel (Figure 1e), which means the pressure gradient between the Gulf of
Guinea and the Sahel is stronger in 40kmParam than in 12kmParam (Figure 5b) and thus the moisture ﬂux
into the Sahel is larger (Figure 6a, compare blue and red solid lines 7–15°N). This is summarized by the blue
blocks in Figure 1f; the greater amount of moisture transport replaces that lost to the Sahara and thus allows
further precipitation. This explains why the water budget in 40kmParam is better than in 12kmParam in the
Sahel, despite its excessive Sahel-Sahara ﬂow.
The NWP analyses display the same biases in the diurnal cycle of rainfall as the other parameterized
simulations. The effect on the pressure gradients and circulation is, however, less signiﬁcant because to
some extent the observations that were assimilated to create the analyses correct the circulation, although
signiﬁcant errors remain, especially in the Sahel.
The climate simulation displays the same biases in the diurnal cycle of convection as the other
parameterized conﬁgurations. This produces similar errors in the diurnal cycle of the pressure gradients
and a too strong northward moisture ﬂux, similar to the other parameterized conﬁgurations. In contrast
to the limited area model simulations with parameterized convection, the northward extent of the
monsoon ﬂow in the climate conﬁguration is approximately 500 km further south. As well as having a
much larger grid spacing, the climate simulation is free running and is not forced at the boundaries by
analyses as are the Cascade limited area simulations. Biases in the large-scale transport into the region,
through phenomena such as AEWs, and larger-scale processes such as teleconnections are likely to be
reasons for this difference.
Some of the biases found in the 12kmParam simulation are similar to those found in the reanalysis products
evaluated by Meynadier et al. [2010b]. First, the ECMWF Re-Analysis (ERA)-Interim and the National Centers for
Environmental Prediction (NCEP) Reanalyses I and II all produce positive E P values in the Sahel in contrast to
the observations, a similar bias to that produced by 12kmParam. Second, in the Sahel both the reanalysis
products and 12kmParam produceMFD or only very weakMFC, instead of larger values ofMFC as suggested by
the explicit models in this study and by the hybrid data set inMeynadier et al. [2010b]. The similarities between
12kmParam and the reanalysis products reinforce the conclusion the model biases are due to the incorrect
representation of physical mechanisms and thus the results from this study are applicable not just to the
MetUM but to other models with various horizontal resolutions that employ a convective parameterization.
The explicit conﬁgurations are not without errors and should not be viewed as a representation of “truth.”
They are a different (as compared to the parameterized conﬁgurations) realization of reality but with an
improved ability to represent the diurnal cycle and propagating convective systems. From day 1 onward, the
explicit conﬁgurations signiﬁcantly overestimate the amount of rainfall, and once these biases in the amount
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of rainfall form, they are able to feedback on other aspects of the water cycle. Much of the surplus rainfall is
compensated for by large evapotranspiration rates (Figure 8), although E P remains too large in magnitude
compared to the observations. This increases the moisture transport (MFD) in the southern regions to values
that are likely larger than those observed (e.g., Figures 13b and 13e). The strong southerly winds in the
explicit simulations in the south of the continent (Figures 7c and 7d) may also be a result of toomuch rain and
convective heating further north, which creates a positive bias in the coast-Sahel pressure gradient and in the
associated northward transportation of moisture.
The principle difference between the simulations used in this study is their representation of convection,
so the signiﬁcant improvements in the explicit conﬁgurations must be due to their ability to represent
convection more accurately. This suggests that many of the issues in representing the WAM are likely
due to the representation of convection rather than other factors such as vegetation, cloud
microphysics, or the production of AEW to the east. A good representation of the diurnal cycle and
location of convection are key for an accurate representation of the monsoon because once the location
is determined by the convection scheme, feedback reinforce any biases, locking the rainfall in position.
The ability of a parameterized model to trigger deep convection in the Sahel (i.e., in a high convective
inhibition (CIN) environment) appears to be of the upmost importance for maintaining rainfall there,
although this does not solve errors in transport resulting from errors in the timing of the convection or
from lack of cold pools [Marsham et al., 2013; Garcia-Carreras et al., 2013]. A planned extension to this
study is to investigate the response of convection to the AEWs forced at the east boundary in the
different model conﬁgurations and to determine how the water budget responds to these events on
shorter timescales (< 1–2 days).
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